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AA-1 The impacts are considered “unavoidable” at the program level 

because the scope of the Draft General Plan project does not 
provide the means to mitigate future impacts.  This conclusion 
does not preclude the opportunity to mitigate impacts to less than 
significant at the future community plan update or project level 
CEQA analyses.  In fact, based on the CEQA analysis of projects 
that have been done by the City over the last 36 years, staff 
believes that the majority of future projects can be mitigated to 
below a level of significance. 
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AA-2 The PEIR has been revised to clarify that the Village Propensity 

map does not require, prohibit, or constrain the identification or 
development of village sites.   

 
AA-3 The Draft General Plan generally defines base sector industries as 

those which import wealth to the local economy.  Discussion in the 
Economic Prosperity Element acknowledges that there has been a 
shift from the production of goods to the development of 
intellectual products and processes.  Both manufacturing and 
research and development functions support base sector industry in 
San Diego.  The importance of base sector industries is 
emphasized over other types of businesses because they benefit 
City residents in two primary ways; wealth creation resulting in an 
increased standard of living for San Diegans, and fiscal benefits 
resulting in enhanced public services and facilities. 

 
AA-4 Staff believes that the statement in the PEIR regarding potential 

agricultural land in Otay Mesa is appropriate.  The Otay Mesa 
Community Plan does state the objective of retaining agricultural 
uses until development is warranted.  There are also several 
statements about preserving agricultural uses east of Brown Field, 
in county lands identified as an “area for future growth.”  
However, the plan also includes an option (Option 5, Agricultural 
Conservation) that designates all Class I-IV soils for agricultural  
uses.  There are still properties that are zoned for agriculture  but 
designated as other uses, thus ensuring that any future project will 
be analyzed for appropriate land use and zoning. 

 
AA-5 The Mitigation Framework of the PEIR has been revised to reflect 

that noise mitigation requirements for avian species would be 
implemented “in areas where there is potential to impact these 
species (Coastal California Gnatcatcher MHPA only).”  
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AA-6 The transportation analysis was based on the currently adopted 
community plans throughout the City and region.  The transit 
assumptions for the future were based on SANDAG’s approved 
transit plans at that time.  The City agrees there will likely be 
changes to the transit plans in Otay Mesa, however, potential 
changes are currently being discussed between the City and 
SANDAG and should not be assumed until the update to the Otay 
Mesa Community Plan is adopted.   

 
AA-7 Comment noted. Otay Mesa has been included on Table 3.16-1.  

The adopted community plan for Otay Mesa contains a 
community-wide policy to preserve privacy and views.   

 
AA-8 The City believes that the objective of having sufficient 

employment land for a strong economic base is directly related to 
the proposed goals of the Economic Prosperity Element and 
Policies EP-A.1 through EP-A.5  for Base Sector Industrial Uses.  
The Draft General Plan needs to make clear statements of City 
policy so that future misinterpretations of intent are not made.  
While the commenter believes that “the city may have sufficient 
employment land for employment needs” and does not need to 
have a map of Prime Industrial Land (on Figure EP-1 of the 
Economic Prosperity Element), this comment is speculative of a 
future condition.  This alternative was considered and rejected 
during the PEIR scoping process, and requires only a brief 
explanation of the reasons it was excluded from more detailed 
analysis.  Please refer to CEQA Section 15126 (c).  

 
AA-9 The commenter’s statement that the Draft General Plan has a “goal 

of allowing communities to plan the type of land uses and densities 
desired in their area through the community plan update process” 
is not a statement that is contained in the Draft General Plan.  
Instead, it states: “The [Land Use and Community Planning] 
Element addresses land use issues that apply to the City as a whole 
and identifies the community planning program as the mechanism 
to designate land uses, identify site-specific recommendations, and 
refine citywide policies as needed.”  If the Concentrated Growth 
alternative were adopted, community plans would be required to be 
consistent with the Land Use and Community Planning Element.  
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The analysis on page 7-21 also states: “Objective Number 5 
[regarding an integrated regional transportation network of transit, 
roadways, and freeways] could potentially be met, but would 
reduce the transit connectivity among communities as fewer 
communities would have villages, and may require some redesign 
of the regional transportation network to add more capacity to the 
concentrated growth areas.”  It is incorrect to state that the 
objective of diverse residential communities could not be met 
under this alternative, since existing zoning and community plans 
would continue to allow mixed-use forms of development, 
relatively high densities, and social and economic diversity, and 
only the higher density forms of development (typically greater 
than 43 dwelling units per acre) would likely be limited to the four 
subareas and all multifamily (RM) zones permit single-family 
residences and lower density attached housing. 

 
AA-10 The comments have been incorporated into the final PEIR and 

have therefore, been made a part of the administrative record.  

AA-10 
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